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IMPACT?







TECHNOLOGY
IS NOT THE PROBLEM



BUSINESS CULTURE
IS THE PROBLEM



People who know the data 
should ask the questions



Analytics at scale 
can drive change





Collaboration Iteration

Training



“Data visualisation 
is a language. It’s 
a means to convey 
an opinion, an 
argument.”

Kim Rees – Founding Partner, 
Periscopic



http://graphics-info.blogspot.hk/2012/09/malofiej-20-look-at-our-participation.html


Iraq: Deaths on the decline
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“Great designers 
produce 
pleasurable
experiences.”



“Great designers 
produce 
emotional
experiences.”



Which do you prefer?



Design: Shamik Sharma, via https://www.perceptualedge.com/blog/?p=1374



Source: David McCandless at informationisbeautiful.net



Which do you prefer?



Function Beauty



Operational Engagement



Pleasurable experiences:
The three levels of processing



Pleasurable experiences:
The three levels of processing
(“How we use things”)



Pleasurable experiences:
The three levels of processing
(“How we use things”)

Visceral
Behavioural
Reflective



Don Norman’s Pleasurable experiences:
The three levels of processing

Visceral
Behavioural
Reflective



Visceral
“Do I like it?”





What would you change?



















Don Norman’s Pleasurable experiences:
The three levels of processing

Visceral
Behavioural
Reflective



Behavioural
“Can I use it?”



Behavioural(1 of 2):
Chart Choice



What charts would you use to 
show this data? Why?







Behavioural (2 of 2):
Layout



http://tabsoft.co/designmonth #VisualDesignTricks @acotgreave

Tableau Research:
Eye-tracking



Where They LOOK, Not What They See






https://www.nngroup.com/articles/f-shaped-pattern-reading-web-content/



https://www.nngroup.com/articles/f-shaped-pattern-reading-web-content/

pattern



http://tabsoft.co/designmonth #VizTips @acotgreave
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http://tabsoft.co/designmonth #VizTips @acotgreave
Dashboards from Big Book of Dashboards
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http://tabsoft.co/designmonth #VizTips @acotgreave

Can we break the
F-pattern?
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Dashboards from Big Book of Dashboards













http://tabsoft.co/designmonth #VizTips @acotgreave
Dashboards from Big Book of Dashboards



http://tabsoft.co/designmonth #VizTips @acotgreave






Don Norman’s Pleasurable experiences:
The three levels of processing

Visceral
Behavioural
Reflective



“Will I use this again?”





http://tabsoft.co/designmonth #VizTips @acotgreave



How to make an impact with your data?

The three levels of processing:

Visceral
Behavioural
Reflective



Collaboration Iteration

Training



However….



DASHBOARDS ARE THE 
PROBLEM



IMPACT is 
more than 
amazing 

dashboards



The interesting thing was, we thought we were doing well, 
and then we discovered there was this big negative cost. It 
was like, ‘Oh my God.' Suddenly you go and say, 'Okay, I've 
discovered a new aspect of engine cost that we hadn't 
realized.‘

Suddenly you're going, “Bang, bang, bang, two minutes in 
Tableau” and you can see the average per month, the 
average per day, and it's like, “Oh, wow—we can do this 
slightly differently.'

Within two days, I'd literally re-worked the whole 
instruction, sent it out to people, and off we went. As a 
result, it’s been a very significant difference in terms of 
U.S. dollars.

Jonathan Capper
Production Planning Manager
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Bang, bang, 
bang, two 
minutes…

Jonathan Capper
Production Planning Manager





Why?

Why?

Why?



Why?

Why?

Why?

Data visualisation
Known unknowns
Predefined answers only

Visual analytics
Unknown unknowns
Instant answers to new questions

“BANG, BANG, BANG, TWO MINUTES in 
TABLEAU….”





We help people see and understand data.
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